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 Archaeology as a discipline has the unfortunate condition of being obsessed with the lives 

and societies of the deceased. Try as much as we might, we will never see dead people. 

Therefore, we must look for clues left behind in the material culture of the people that we study 

and make scholarly deductions based on what we find. Ceramics, as the ubiquitous and tenacious 

remains of a long extinct past, are full of information about the people that made them. In this 

study, a sample of pottery from the Anna site, Adams Co., Mississippi, is assessed for 

standardization and skill in order to understand more about the social organization of the society 

under which the pottery was produced.  

 The people of the Lower Mississippi Valley during the Mississippi period were generally 

organized at the chiefdom level (Fagan 443:200; Smith 1978), although their alliances shifted as 

the power of political leaders ebbed and flowed (Rogers and Smith 1995). These chiefdoms were 

constantly in a state of flux, simultaneously inchoate and established, as chiefs exacted tribute 

and maintained alliances with their followers. In the Natchez Bluffs, small-scale societies were 

living in dispersed communities that paid tribute to chiefs at regional centers. They would 

seasonally produce comestible goods in excess for events such as feasting during the Busk, or 

Green Corn, ceremony. The majority of their time throughout the year was spent procuring 

resources necessary to survive, although occasionally ceremonial events would call for the 

pooling of resources for ritual purposes. In segregated Indian societies during the Busk, men 

would participate in sweats, drink emetics, and engage in renewal activities, while the women 

prepared feasts (Hudson 1976). In order to feast, cooking pots, storage pots, and serving wares 

are necessary, as well as an abundance of edible goods. Therefore, the people at Anna must have 

been procuring enough resources to store for the feast, feed themselves, and subsidize the 

lifestyles of people who were not full-time horticulturalists; therefore the society would have 
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required part-time craft specialists.  Restated, specialists can only exist in a society that is 

sufficiently complex and organized enough to support them. Craft specialists at Anna were 

responsible for making the ritual paraphernalia associated with their ceremonies. But how does 

one discover if there were specialists at the Anna site without ever having found a production 

area? In this study, the standardization of pottery is studied as an indicator of craft specialization.  

 

Measuring Prehistoric Design Elements 

 

Ceramics allow us to understand the past not as it was written or remembered, but as the 

material culture tells us. The standardization of pottery amongst large-scale, complex societies 

has been thought to indicate for the means by which it was produced; full-time specialized 

producers in market-based economies will produce pots that are more standardized than pots 

made by part-time, or household producers, since they are not engaging in subsistence related 

strategies (Brumfiel and Earle 1987; 1-3;Costin 1991:32-34). Full-time specialists spend time 

honing their craft, creating special tools, and perfecting their technique of manufacture so as to 

be the most fit and competitive in their field (Costin 1991:34). It is generally in state level 

societies where full-time craft specialization is most common. The utility of standardization 

studies is that they allow the archaeologist to make inferences on craft specialization, and hence 

social organization, based on indirect lines of evidence (Costin 1991:18). This method is 

especially useful if in the archaeology of a complex society, where one would expect craft 

specialization, no production areas have been discovered.  

There are many approaches to the study of standardization (Hill 1979; Rice 1981); in this 

study, the standardization of incised lines within design elements, and the skill of manufacture 
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are assessed to determine if full-time, part-time, or occasional craft specialists were making the 

pottery. These are mechanical attributes that reflect the skill, training, and experience of the 

potter; they also reveal the unconscious idiosyncrasies of the potter.  According to Costin and 

Hagstrum, “because they [mechanical attributes] are in a sense unconscious, these attributes 

more directly reflect the organization of production” (1995:622; Hill 1979).  

The study collection is from a Plaquemine culture site located in the Natchez Bluffs of 

Mississippi (Figure 1). Situated in the Lower Mississippi Alluvial Valley, the Anna site is a 

multi-mound center (Figure 2) that has been of interest to archaeologists for over one hundred 

years.  It is hoped that through the study of ceramics from the Anna site, it will be possible to 

demonstrate the scale of pottery production, and the organization of production at the mound 

center.  

A sample of coarse-wares and fine-wares are studied in this pottery assemblage. Coarse-

wares are rough, wet-paste incised cooking/storage vessels and fine-wares are dry-paste incised 

serving vessels. Subjectively, fine-wares appear to be better made than coarse wares.  Therefore, 

if specialists were present in the Natchez Bluffs, they most likely would have been making fine-

wares, since they are more difficult to make and were used in the public sphere. It is hoped that 

through this study, it can be determined what kind, if any, of specialists were present at Anna. It 

is hypothesized that coarse-wares will be less standardized than fine-wares, coarse-wares will 

have more variation in wall thickness than fine-wares, and that coarse-wares will exhibit firing 

cores indicative of inconsistent firing more often than fine-wares. If the data supports this 

hypothesis, than specialists were present and making fine-wares. Depending on the coefficients 

of variation, a dimensionless number that describes the degree of pottery standardization, it will 

be possible to describe the character of craft specialization at the site. The null hypothesis is that 
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no differentiation exists between the two data sets, coarse and fine.  If the data supports the null, 

then several conclusions must be considered. 1) The categories of coarse and fine are not 

appropriate for comparison, 2) that specialists were not present, and/or 3) that standardization 

and skill are not indicative of specialization.   

 

The Organization of Craft Production and Specialization 

 

 This research started as a response to a question that many people thought they knew the 

answer to, but could not give me the literature to read to know why. My question was about how 

pottery production was organized in the Lower Mississippi Valley during the Mississippi Period? 

Were chiefs controlling the production and redistribution of pots through attached specialists in 

the chiefdoms of the alluvial valley, thereby maintaining inequality through material goods, or 

did specialization arise as a response to increasing population pressures outside the realm of elite 

control? Or conversely, did specialization develop at all among the dispersed communities in the 

Natchez Bluffs? Muller has written that given low population pressures and dispersed 

settlements during the Mississippi period, “it seems likely that in most years, the production 

capabilities of the local household unit were sufficient unto its needs” (Muller 1987:14). This 

statement presupposes the idea that people’s needs were sufficient unto their wants, and that 

production was directly tied to the subsistence economy; according to Muller craft specialization 

was not likely amongst chiefdom level societies in the Lower Mississippi Valley.  

 Before we progress any further, it is a good idea to define what is meant by the term 

specialization.  Following Costin (1986:328),  it is “the regular, repeated provision of some 

commodity or service in exchange for some other”.  It is important to note that this definition 
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implies a form of trade, as the result of specialization is the inability to produce everything the 

household would need.  Therefore a necessary factor for specialization is the ability to live 

within relative proximity to other people who are engaged in the subsistence economy.   

 Costin and Hagstrum (1995:621) define eight different ways in which specialization can 

occur: individual, dispersed workshop industry, community, nucleated workshop industry, 

dispersed corvée, individual retainer, nucleated corvée, and retainer workshops. Depending on to 

what extent the production of pottery is specialized, one can expect different levels of variation 

within the pottery. Extremely high standardization within the pottery assemblage can be 

understood to mean that there is mass production of pottery at a few production locations, while 

high levels of variability are interpreted as small-scale independent workshop, or household 

production (Costin 1991:35-36, see Longacre et al. 1988 for comparative information).  

 Egalitarian hunting and gathering societies tend not to have a complex level of socio-

political organization.  Most often they are grouped according to kin-units and produce 

everything at the local, house-hold level.  In this manner, all individuals are responsible to the 

group for producing the resources necessary to survive. These subsistence-level societies tend to 

be egalitarian since their survival is contingent upon producing enough goods at home necessary 

to exist. In this way, no one group can accumulate more wealth than another.  But what 

stimulates people to specialize economically, and begin to trade in order to get subsistence 

related goods? Timothy Earle has written extensively on the economics of production and how it 

is related to complex societies (Brumfiel and Earle 1987), and has proposed three models by 

which we might understand incipient specialization: (1) the “commercial development model”, 

(2) the “adaptationist model”, and (3) the “political model”. In the first model, increases in 

specialization and exchange are a necessary part of the extemporaneous process of economic 
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growth. “The intensification of specialization and exchange is regarded as an autonomous 

process dictated by economic efficiency and the pursuit of individual advantage” (Brumfiel and 

Earle 1987:1). Therefore in this model, people choose to specialize, most likely because of skill 

level or proximity to productive clay sources. More recently, this model has come under review 

as archaeologists (for example Spielmann 2002:198) have begun to understand how market 

demands are dictated by more than just needs, but also wants for items termed “socially valued 

goods” (Spielmann 2002). 

In the second model, also known as the “redistributive” or “managerial” model, elites 

organize a more effective and efficient subsistence economy whereby “specialization and 

redistributive exchange would enhance productivity, diversify subsistence, and provide insurance 

against crop failure” (Brumfiel and Earle 1987:2; for examples see Sahlins 1972; Service 1975).  

Critics of this model are aplenty, as are reformulations of the concept;  currently, most see 

resource management developing after evolution of the state,  not the other way around (Wells 

2006:270).  

In the two previous models, the commoners are the beneficiaries of specialization. In the 

third model, chiefs gain the most.  Chiefs manage the production and exchange of craft goods in 

order to create and maintain social inequalities.  In this system, specialists can become attached 

to ruling elites, who manage the use and distribution of their products. Rather than improving the 

lives of their constituency, chiefs in this model maintain their power by maintaining material 

inequality, and reify power through the goods they possess.  Additionally, factionalism between 

competing elites serves to reinforce the production economy, as the demand for elite, socially 

valued goods grows (Brumfiel 1994; Spielmann 2002:196) 
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Previous Studies of Standardization and Craft Specialization 

  

 The Longacre et al. ethnoarchaeological study of potters in Luzon is particularly useful 

for understanding the specialization of pottery and how it reflects on the organization of 

production. Ethnoarchaeology is a specific method of conducting ethnography in which the 

researcher emphasizes principles and records data that archaeologists would find useful for 

building bridging arguments for making inferences on prehistory. This way the precise eye of the  

archaeologist can look for analogies between the present and the past (Johnson 1999:53) and 

construct bridging arguments useful for middle-range theory. Longacre et al. studied the 

variability amongst cooking vessels of various sizes made by potters in Kalinga, an isolated 

village where pots are made in the household, and in Paradijon, where full-time potters produce 

vessels for trade. The researchers measured height, width, and aperture diameter for three size 

classes of vessels and established coefficients of variation (C.V.) for each (1988:110). They 

determined that Kalinga pots were not as standardized as those at Paradijon, which is what is 

expected of pots made by independent household producers.  Interestingly, when they grouped 

their size classes together, the C.V.’s remained uniformly high. By subsuming the emic classes 

that the potters used to produce pots into etic categories,  the researchers were able to force the 

C.V.’s to remain high. Herein is the difficulty in standardization studies;  finding the appropriate 

classes in which to take measurements related to variation and standardization. “The 

archaeological situation creates a major analytical stumbling block because statistics that 

describe variation are totally dependent on how the ceramic classes or types happen to be 

defined… Inadvertent lumping of multiple size classes by the archaeologist has the effect of 

inflating the apparent variation of the measurements” (Longacre et al. 1988: 106-107).  Hill 
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identifies a similar problem in his study of variation (1977:57). Longacre et al. and Hill propose 

that although assessing CV’s through measurements for standardization are problematic in the 

archaeological record, one need not abandon this method of analysis, particularly since 

discovering specialized production has significant implications for social organization, even 

more so if little is known of how the society in question was internally organized and 

differentiated.  

 Rice’s trial model for the development of specialized pottery production bases 

specialization, and hence incipient complexity, on the rise of elites and centralized decision 

making (Rice 1981, 1991). Her model is evolutionary, viewing specialization as an adaptation to 

the growing needs of consumers, and managerial, in that specialization leads to elites subsuming 

market control as a means for regulating access to resources and goods. The kin-groups who 

historically had unhindered access to the best clay sources from one generation to the next 

developed the best goods for consumption, and therefore were able to provide social elites 

consistently with quality goods, thereby developing into potters by trade. This model emphasizes 

political and environmental causation as factors leading to specialist production. Based on her 

studies of Highland Guatemalan pottery, she devises four steps by which pottery production 

develops from disperse household production to attached specialist production. In Step 1, there is 

equal access to resources, a simple technology of production, and minimal labor investment in 

the pottery. Pottery is highly variable, and reflects significant differences in construction, form 

and firing. Step 2 is demonstrated for by less variation in decorative motifs, more uniform paste 

composition, and greater spatial distributions of fewer pottery types.  Lineages begin to lay claim 

to clay sources and become more adept at production; fewer potters are making pots, and 

therefore greater standardization develops. In Step 3, gradual ranking emerges as some 
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individuals accrue greater wealth, resources are controlled by kin-groups that are self-sufficient 

(who are most likely the early specialists), commodities become scarcer as elites gain control, 

and the population increases. Elite sponsored production is likely to have occurred, and should 

be highly differentiated from commoner goods, and be differentially distributed on the 

landscape. The total assemblage of pottery is highly diverse, and reflects the growing diversity of 

the population. Step 4 is a stratified society in which production is at the specialized workshop 

level, and elites are sponsoring pottery production of elite-wares. Economies are restricted at the 

elite level, such as in redistributive systems. Table 1 summarizes this model concisely.  

 Another perspective on craft specialization, this time one that eschews economic and 

political principles, as well as ecological risk avoidance and resource imbalance strategies, was 

developed by Kate Spielmann.  According to Spielmann (2002:195-196), the demand for goods 

by commoners and elites is what engenders subsistence intensification and craft specialization. 

People desire “socially valued goods” that are meaningful, and are used in ceremony and ritual; 

sustained demand for the goods drives production intensification. Spielmann (2002:198) writes 

that this demonstrates the fallacy in the binary association of commoners with subsistence goods, 

and elites with wealth/prestige goods (contra Muller 1987:14).  In small-scale societies with 

populations “ranging from several hundred to several thousand” (Spielmann 2002:195), the 

majority of the populace must engage in food production.  But when ritual and ceremonial 

activities, such as feasting, dictate the necessity for ceremonial items like highly decorated 

serving wares (e.g., Maddox Engraved var., Silver City and Anna Incised var., Anna), feathered 

capes, or catlinite pipes, then production output must rise to accommodate the demand in what 

can be called the ritual economy. Spielmann, using Malinoski’s studies in Melanesia, has shown 

that just a few producers, who might seasonally specialize in the production of specific ritual and 
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ceremonial items, can produce enough goods for the entire community. This had been seen 

archaeologically in the provisioning of “socially valued goods” to non-elite consumers 

(Spielmann 2002:197-198). In terms of standardization, we can expect more uniformity amongst 

wares that were “socially valued goods” than common, coarse-wares since they were made by 

producers who were at the least seasonal specialists making products that had to be correct for 

the purposes of ritual. Since both Maddox Engraved var., Silver City and Anna Incised var., 

Anna have been found to be decorated with Mississippian Iconography and are generally 

burnished serving-wares, one can interpret them as the materialization of Mississippian religion 

(e.g. DeMarrais et al 1996). Therefore, their production would have to be confined within a 

certain style of production.  It is possible that this confined style of production can be seen 

through the standardization of design elements. 

 Several studies by archaeologists have identified problems in using standardization as an 

indicator for specialization. Arnold’s 1991 study measures the variation in height, width and 

diameter of similar vessels made by several different household potters who were all using the 

same techniques. One would expect the variability to be high since production was at the 

household level, but Arnold obtained CV’s very similar to Longacre’s for full-time specialists in 

Luzon (Arnold 1991: 35). I propose this is because Arnold was measuring intentional attributes 

for variation, those related to vessel morphology, of a vessel form that was standardized. Costin 

and Hagstrum (1995:622) identify intentional attributes as those that the potter consciously 

controls, such as material choice, morphology reflecting function, and choice of decoration. 

Intentional attributes reflect choices made by the potter and don’t specifically reflect how the 

production was organized. Costin and Hagstrum suggest studying the mechanical attributes of 
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pottery, such as minor variations in width of incisions within design elements, as a way to get at 

specialists were making the pottery within a particular society.  

 Braun finds the study of pottery standardization to be problematic because he views 

pottery as a symbolic code of communication (1986:123). He proposes that stylistic 

standardization emerged during the decline of the Hopewell interaction sphere as an adaptive 

response to the need for symbolic modes of communication. Stylistic similarity in pots reflects 

the unified theme of a declining Ohio Hopewell culture complex.  He also proposes in his 1983 

article that changes in pottery, such as variations in wall thickness, are reflections of vessel 

utilization practices, not the result of rising specialists. Braun’s points bring up a very salient 

characteristic of specialization studies – they are often based on indirect observations on pottery, 

and it is up to the archaeologist to make interpretations supported by data.   

But why should standardized goods be indicative of a specialized production system? 

Costin writes that “Standardization is an integral part of specialization (craft) for two reasons. 

First, specialized systems have fewer producers, therefore less individual variability will be 

manifest in the assemblage. Second, standardization comes as a result of routinized or 

“industrialized”, market economy, production, since it is in the interest of the potter to produce 

vessels expediently and correctly” (Costin 1991: 33). Therefore, skill is also part and parcel of 

the standardization, and specialization argument being put forth here. In order to learn about the 

level of specialization, and skill in the pottery, Costin and Hagstrum argue that one must study 

the mechanical attributes of pottery, those that are present as a result of unintentional practices. 

Such attributes are (1) variability in metric aspects of designs, (2) minor size variations within 

vessel classes, and (3) differences in firing characteristics.  Since they are the result of 
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unconscious behaviors, they more directly reflect the organization of production (Hill 1979) and 

not purposefully induced variation.  

Regarding the skill of the potter, Costin and Hagstrum write that “skill reflects the 

craftsperson’s experience, proficiency, and talent and is recognized and appreciated by artisans 

and consumers alike” (1995:623).  Assessing the skill with which pottery has been constructed is 

more problematic than determining standardization, since skill is more subjective to measure. 

Regularity and consistency in technique and execution of production, essentially standardization, 

indicates for skill, but indirectly. Since skill requires a measure of subjectivity, Costin and 

Hagstrum suggest that skill be assessed in conjunction with measures for standardization, and 

used as supporting data for how production was specialized (1995:623).  

In this study, the standardization and the skill of manufacture of a sample of pottery from 

an assemblage collected at the Anna site is assessed in order to determine if pottery manufacture 

was specialized, and if so, to what extent. The variables measured to indicate for standardization 

were the width of incised lines, and the space between incised lines, within a design element. 

Metric variations of incised lines were chosen since they are mechanical attributes which reflect 

unconscious variations of a mental template of what the vessel should look like.  

 

The Study Sample 

   

Discovering evidence for craft specialization at the Anna mound center (22Ad500) is 

particularly important as it would support current theories regarding the site as an expression of 

the Plaquemine culture, and representing emerging social complexity. Although the Anna site is 

thought to have been the location of an elite residential and ceremonial compound, no locations 
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demonstrating for pottery workshops or craft specialization have been discovered. This is most 

likely due to the fact that over the past 150 years, only three excavations have been conducted at 

the mound site. At the chiefdom level of social complexity, one would expect at least some 

degree of craft specialization (Rice 1981; Costin 1991; Costin and Hagstrum 1995). It is 

conceivable that specialized production was occurring elsewhere in the landscape, possibly at 

secondary mound centers, or at dispersed settlement locations, but there is no evidence to 

corroborate this assertion. Therefore, by studying the standardization of the pottery assemblage 

from the Anna site, it is hoped that some evidence supporting for craft specialization can be 

discovered.  

 The assemblage is a surface collection taken from an erosion-related wash-out in a gully 

between Mounds 4 and 6 at the Anna Site. The Anna Site is located in Adams County, 

Mississippi, near the city of Natchez. Located in the lowlands of the Gulf Coastal Plain,  the 

Anna site consists of approximately 8 to 9 mounds situated on a high bluff top on the eastern 

edge of the Lower Mississippi Alluvial Valley. The topographically diverse bluffs are composed 

of very fine aeolian sediments called loess. These soils were deposited during the Pleistocene, 

and are tremendously productive agriculturally, but easily affected by erosion (Brain 1978; 

Saucier 1994).  

 The site has been of interest to archaeologists and explorers for over 150 years, although 

the past 50 have only seen one significant excavation take place.  Montroville Dickeson and 

Benjamin L.C. Wailes both visited the site in the mid-nineteenth century; Wailes noted the 

prominence and eminence of Mound 3. In 1924 the site was excavated by Warren K. Moorehead 

(1924) and Calvin S. Brown (1926).  They excavated several block units at the site, and they 

discovered evidence for what may have been some kind of structure on Mound 4 (Moorehead 
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1924:11; Warhop 2005).  The site was visited several more times in the first half of the twentieth 

century, most notably by James A. Ford, Jesse D. Jennings and John L. Cotter (Figure 3). Both 

Ford and Jennings recommended the site be purchased by the state of Mississippi and the 

National Park Service for preservation and further excavation, though this did not happen. 

Jennings made insightful observations on the condition of the mounds, the past activities of the 

land-owner, and the compositional elements of some design styles present on the pottery. 

Jennings also created accurate and useful contour and plan-view maps of the entire field site. In 

his later years, Jennings is known to have stated that Anna, above all others, including Cahokia 

and Moundville, was most impressive (Downs 2005:18). In 1951, Cotter conducted the 

excavation of a 5 by 10 foot pit into the side of the Mound 5, from which 13 whole vessels were 

recovered. Cotter’s excavations were instrumental in developing the regional chronology for the 

Natchez Bluffs. Reanalysis of Cotter’s data shows that additional layers were added to Mound 5 

during the Anna, Foster, and Emerald phases (Downs 2005:18). In 1997, excavations were 

conducted by the Gulf Coast Survey in conjunction with the Alabama Museum of Natural 

History. Over the course of six weeks, work in three different excavation blocks in Mounds 3 

and 4 recovered a significant amount of material. Data from these excavations have supported 

the assertion that Anna was a Plaquemine culture site in use during the Foster Phase (1350-1500 

A.D.) (Brown 1997a; Beasley 1998; Downs 2004; Warhop 2005).  

 Plaquemine culture in the Lower Mississippi Valley is a variant of the typical expression 

of the Mississippian tradition generally seen throughout the southeastern United States from 

1200 to 1650 A.D. Plaquemine is differentiated from “Mississippian” expressions by the late 

appearance of Mississippian iconographic elements (Steponaitis 1981:13; Warhop 2005:13) and 

by the dearth of shell-tempered pottery. Instead, much of the Anna assemblage consists of 
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heterogeneous grog tempered pottery. Anna is similar to other Mississippi period sites in that 

there was continued interest in mound construction, and rising dependency on maize, squash, and 

bean agriculture.  

 Although there are earlier, minor, occupations, the earliest significant occupation at Anna 

dates to the Gordon phase (A.D. 1000 – 1200) of the Coles Creek period (A.D. 700 - 1200). 

Construction may have started during the Gordon phase,  but the subsequent phases, Anna, 

Foster, and Emerald, of the Mississippi period most likely saw the transformation of Anna into a 

large, regionally significant multi-mound center, ruled over by an incipient elite leadership 

system. Beasley’s (1998) and Warhop’s (2005) data on feasting at Anna demonstrate the position 

that leaders had at Anna. Beasley’s  report on the Mound 4 Block 1 excavation indicates that 

feasting occurred at Mound 4, and was mostly likely the location of an elite-level residence. 

Given that the assemblage I am working with comes from relative proximity to the elite activity 

area (Figure 4),  it is probable that many of the fine-wares under analysis were once utilized in 

ritual feasting until they broke from use. Which brings the question, who made the fine-wares 

used by elites at Anna?  Were the potters attached to the elites as retainers, or did they evolve as 

specialists as a result of their skills at pottery manufacture? Or were the pots made by the general 

populace and offered as tribute during feasts and ceremonies? 

 The first step to answering these questions, was to outline a research protocol that studied 

the standardization and skill of a sample of pottery from the Anna site. The second step of the 

analysis was determining a valid comparison in the assemblage. If jars are storage/cooking wares 

and generally of rougher construction (subjective observation) and design,  then it would make 

sense that they would have greater coefficients of variation since they did not need to be well 

made, since they were not for the public eye.  In contrast, serving-wares are manufactured to be 
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seen, therefore one would expect them to have been made by a potter(s) of greater skill, possibly 

an independent or attached specialist.  Therefore, coarse-wares should have an overall greater 

coefficient of variation, have more variation in wall thickness, and be improperly fired more 

often than fine-wares. Fine-wares should exhibit more standardization and be more skillfully 

made than coarse wares. An unforeseen third step emerged after preliminary data analysis, 

forcing further analysis. Therefore C.V.’s were compared within types and varieties to establish 

if certain types and varieties were more standardized than others.  

 

Procedures 

 

 The assemblage in question consists of 189 sherds, and was collected in an erosion 

related wash out at the Anna site by Dr. Robert Prospere, amateur archaeologist with the 

Mississippi Archaeological Society. The collection arrived in two boxes, untyped, and 

uncataloged; henceforth I set out to study it, although at the time, a question had yet to form 

about what I was to do with the collection. As per agreement with Dr. Prospere, I classified the 

pottery using the existing type-variety system (Brown 1997; Brain 1988; Williams and Brain 

1983; Phillips 1970). It was hoped that the collection would conform to the defined types and 

varieties of the region. This proved to be problematic for two reasons. Primarily the problem was 

with the sherds, which were so large, and had such great percentages of the requisite design 

elements on them, that they often fell into two different types. Second, it became apparent that 

some sherds were regional copies of wares generally found in different parts of the country 

(Figures 12). This is problematic in a positive way, since such unique collections are rare and 

difficult to come by. These outliers are very interesting, and present design and temper 
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curiosities that beg to be analyzed,  although this will be for later study, since it is not the focus 

of this paper.  

 Once types and varieties were established for the decorated sherds in the assemblage, a 

question was devised that would answer some questions of mine that had developed as I was 

classifying the collection. I noticed that two variations existed rather discreetly between the types 

and varieties, finely done and coarsely done, which also tended to associate with wet and dry 

paste incisions. The line that divided sherd classifications tended to be based on whether the 

execution of design on the sherd was done poorly or expertly;  that is, some design elements 

appeared to be far rougher in execution than others. Thus I used two categories, fine- wares and 

coarse-wares, to separate the pottery (Phillips et al. 1953).  The fine-wares had carefully incised 

lines in curvilinear or rectilinear patterns.  When vessel form could be assessed, fine wares 

tended to be large smudged or burnished bowls, and typically would have been used for serving 

food. Coarse wares are not as distinguished as fine wares,  their design elements have a tendency 

to be rougher, and the vessel form was usually jars, or cooking/storage wares. Given that the 

division was relatively discreet,  I proposed that the wares were also distinguished at the time of 

manufacture by the producer(s), and that skilled craftspeople,  possibly specialists,  were making 

the fine-wares and that coarse-wares were made through unspecialized household, domestic 

production.   

 Since time was limited, a sample was chosen that would adequately represent the 

assemblage;  23 coarse-wares and 24 fine-wares were chosen. This particular population of 

sherds was chosen as means of convenience, in order to have approximately equal numbers of 

each class of sherds. The coarse-ware sample consists of 20 Mazique Incised var Manchac 

sherds, 2 Coleman Incised var Coleman, and 1 Winterville Incised  var Winterville. The fine-
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ware sample consists of 7 Anna Incised var Anna, 3 Leau Noire Incised var Leau Noire, 5 

Mazique Incised  var Kings Point, and 9 Maddox Engraved var Silver City.  Descriptions for 

each type can be obtained in Appendix A. 

 In order to determine if fine-wares were made by skilled specialists, and coarse-wares 

made by household, domestic producers,  I studied the width, and space between, incised lines in 

order to test for standardization amongst the wares. To test for skill in vessel making, I measured 

and calculated for variations in wall thickness, and the condition of the firing core. Since jars are 

generally storage/cooking wares, not used publicly, and of rougher construction (subjective 

observation) and design,  then it would make sense that the measurements of incised lines would 

have greater coefficients of variation since they did not need to be well made. Therefore,  they 

could have been made at home by domestic producers. In contrast, serving-wares are 

manufactured to be seen, therefore one would expect them to have been made by a potter(s) of 

greater skill, possibly independent or attached specialists. The incisions on fine-wares should 

exhibit greater standardization, and have smaller coefficients of variation than coarse-wares, and 

be better made as well. Therefore, coarse-wares should have an overall greater coefficient of 

variation, have more variation in wall thickness, and be improperly fired more often than fine-

wares.   

 The first step in measuring for standardization was identifying the design element.  Many 

times, the sherds were so large that the design element, whether cross hatched lines, or 

curvilinear whorl patterns, replicated itself over and over again on the sherd.  In order to avoid 

error related to using different elements within the same sherd,  a single design element per sherd 

was chosen for analysis. Subsequently, five measurements of the width of incisions, and the 

space between incisions were taken using a digital metric caliper. A magnifying lens was used to 
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assist in measuring the incisions precisely and accurately. Five width measurements were taken 

for incisions, and the space between incisions for each sherd in the sample. This data was entered 

into SPSS, a statistical analysis program, for later analysis.  

 Skill measurements were taken after standardization measurements. Wall thickness was 

measured on opposing sides of the sherd along the axis at which the vessel would have been 

constructed; in this way, one can assess how skillfully an artisan was able to maintain uniform 

wall thickness in the vessel under construction.  This procedure also helped to maintain a degree 

of consistency in the work. Assessing the conditions under which the sherd was fired was done 

using protocols outlined by Rice (1981) and Costin and Hagstrum (1995).  

 Descriptive statistics were obtained using SPSS, which provided the necessary 

information in order to perform the coefficient of variation, variation around the mean, and 

correlation statistics.  

 The coefficient of variation (C.V.) is a statistic that is defined as the ratio of the standard 

deviation to the mean, in this case expressed as a percentage.  It is a dimensionless number that is 

relative to the sample under analysis, and is used to express how much a sample deviates from 

the average.  In this context, it expresses the degree to which the pottery was uniformly 

produced, or standardized. C.V. was calculated using the following equation: 

 

   C.V. = ( std / X ) * 100,   where std = standard deviation, X = mean 

 

These values were then compared to other C.V.’s from different assemblages in order to get a 

better idea how standardized this hand-built collection is.  
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For skill, variation around the mean wall thickness was calculated.  The measurement 

gives us a value, which when multiplied by one hundred, gives us the percentage the wall 

measurements deviate from the mean wall thickness. The values were calculated with the 

following equation: 

 

Wall Variation = Max Wall Thickness – Minimum Wall Thickness  * 100 

   (Max Wall Thickness + Minimum Wall Thickness)/ 2 

These values are divided into three groups;  (1) less than 1% from the mean, (2) 2-5% 

from the mean, and (3) more than 5% from the mean.  This means that the less variation in wall 

thickness exhibited, the greater the skill of the potter. 

Correlation statistics were performed on the ware type, coarse or fine, and whether it was 

oxidized or reduced during firing.  Correlations demonstrate if a significant relationship exists 

between two nominal variables, but does not indicate directionality or causality.  

 

Results 

 

 The initial testing conducted in this study, aimed to substantiate the preliminary 

hypothesis. Restated,  it was believed that fine-wares would show greater standardization than 

coarse-wares from the Anna site, have less variation in wall-thickness, and be fired more 

consistently than . It was discovered that mean C.V.’s for both coarse, and fine-wares, did not 

vary significantly (Figure 5). Both are relatively high,  and well above the level of 

standardization demonstrated by Costin and Hagstrum specialist manufactured Inka wares 

(1995:632). Thus the data for standardization demonstrates for null hypothesis,  that there was 
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not a significant difference in the C.V.’s for coarse or fine wares. Since fine-wares were most 

commonly serving vessels like bowls and plates, and were used in public feasting sponsored by 

elites, fine-wares should exhibit greater standardization over coarse-wares. This assertion is not 

supported by the data (Table 2; Figure 5).  Rather, mean C.V.s for both coarse and fine-wares 

appear to be uniformly very high, which would indicate for domestic, house-hold production 

(Table 4). It was hoped that even if C.V.’s for incised lines were uniformly high, than possibly 

C.V.’s for the space between incised lines would still be low for fine-wares. This reasoning was 

assumed because it may be possible that variability was introduced into the study by differential 

tool utilization for incising. In a workshop environment, one would have an “incising tool”.  But 

if this were not the case, than one can interpret evidence for a more skillful potter based on how 

uniformly they spaced their incisions.  This logic was not useful, as C.V.’s for spaces between 

incised lines are still high (Table 3).  The mean C.V.’s are lower for the spaces between, but not 

on the scale which would indicate specialized manufacture. Inka specialists produced pottery 

with C.V’s lower than 30 % (Costin and Hagstrum 1995:632); Longacre et al produced C.V.’s of 

less than 10 percent from full-time potters in the Philippines (1988:110).   

 In terms of uniformity of wall thickness, the difference in the data is not substantial 

enough to corroborate the initial hypothesis, that fine wares should have more uniform wall 

thickness. Only a slightly larger percentage of fine-wares (17/24) proved to be closer to the mean 

wall thickness than coarse-wares (13/23). The data from wall thickness show that fine-wares 

were only slightly more skillfully produced than coarse-wares (Table 5).  This could be due to 

several reasons. One possible reason, of course, is that fine-wares were made by specialists, and 

that their skill level was not significantly beyond that of the domestic household producers.  

Another possibility is that specialists were relegating the production of coarse-wares to their 
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apprentices (see Longacre et al 1988:102 for an example of potters letting their students build 

simple forms), who were not as skilled as their mentors. Finally, it is possible that fine-wares 

were just more difficult to produce and, therefore, required skilled hands to produce them. If at 

any point in the production sequence the pot got out of hand, then the potter would transform the 

vessel into a coarse-ware, storage/cooking vessel form, like a jar.   

 Assessing the firing characteristics of the study sample proved to be problematic. This is 

a more subjective measure than the previous assessments mentioned above, but was conducted in 

the hopes that it would substantiate the data. Rather, characterizing the firing cores of the sherds 

proved difficult, and subjective depending on which broken edge was studied. Therefore, I 

modified my protocol to indicate that the first broken edge I looked at when I first picked up the 

sherd, would be the one that was studied. Once all of them were characterized, it became 

necessary to develop a test that would demonstrate for any kind of relationship between fine and 

coarse wares and firing conditions. The firing core data were recoded to separate it out into two 

categories, sherds that were oxidized or reduced/smudged during firing. Any indeterminate or in-

between categories were thrown out. I wanted to establish some relationship between oxidation, 

reduction and the pottery sample.  Bivariate correlation statistics were run on the data to test for 

any association between the variables. A Spearman rho correlation coefficient was calculated for 

the relationship between coarse or fine-ware and oxidation/reduction. An extremely weak 

correlation that was not significant was found (r(2) = .050, p > .773). The quality of the ware 

does not appear to be related to its firing conditions.  

 Therefore, based on the mean C.V. data for coarse and fine-wares, and the variation 

around the mean wall thickness data, it appears that there was no differentiation between coarse 

and fine-wares. C.V.’s for both appear to be high, and although uniformity of wall thickness does 
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seem to correlate slightly with fine-wares, a gross discrepancy between coarse and fine-wares 

does not emerge. Thus, it can be stated that fine-wares are not more standardized, and only 

slightly better made, than coarse-wares. While this is easily apparent upon visual inspection, the 

data does not show it. Following the null hypothesis, and the present data, it doesn’t appear that 

there was craft specialization amongst Plaquemine culture people living in and around the Anna 

site. Even though the Anna site experienced increased development during the Foster Phase 

(A.D. 1350 -1500), growth in populations, and increased dependence on agricultural food 

resources, it is possible that social organization did not increase since elites were not needed to 

manage craft specialization. Or, possibly, that individuals could not lay claim to clay sources, 

and therefore kin-group specialization never emerges. If resources are not controlled by kin 

groups, elites, or any kind of social structure,  than accumulation of wealth is more difficult, 

making emergent ranking less likely.  

 While this preliminary analysis seems to be reasonable, and the assertions valid, the data 

beg to be studied even further. The null hypothesis also states that the comparison between 

coarse and fine-wares was not applicable for identifying standardization. Recalling the 

difficulties identified by Longacre et al. (1988) in using standardization as a measure for 

specialization,  I decided that my methods needed to be refined. Coarse and fine are two etic 

classifications that may not be relevant for comparison. I decided to continue calculating C.V.’s 

but this time within existing types and varieties. Therefore, rather than subsume several types 

and varieties under two general categories, C.V.’s were measured for each type and variety and 

then assessed for standardization. Using this method, some error can be eliminated by not using 

crude divisions of the pottery sample. The logic still stands that serving wares should still be 

more standardized that storage/cooking wares, since they were made for the public eye, and used 
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by elite during feasting activities, but no rigid conformity to coarse or fine ware categories is 

present.  Rather, each type/variety is studied in order to understand more about the pottery itself 

and whether maybe some of the pottery was made by a specialist.   

 C.V. data for each type/variety is expressed in Table 6, and Figures 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11. 

C.V. data could not be obtained for Winterville var. Winterville since only one sherd was present 

in the sample.  

 Mazique Incised var. Manchac is a wet-paste incised sherd that is composed of rectilinear 

incisions typically on vessel jar forms.  C.V.’s for this type/variety typically fell within 40 to 50 

percent, which is a relatively high degree of variation, but less than the C.V.’s for the coarse-

ware category.  Compared to data from Costin and Hagstrum (1995) and Longacre et al (1988), I 

do not think that these sherds were produced by specialists.  

 Coleman Incised var. Coleman is a curvilinear, wet-paste incised sherd that is represented 

in this sample by only two sherds.  C.V.’s are particularly low, ranging from 5 to 25 percent.  

While this is a low enough value to characterize at least part-time workshop level specialization, 

the sample size is far too small for the data to be an accurate representation of the material.   

 The decorative characteristic of Mazique is incised lines, generally filling triangles or 

horizontal bands. Mazique Incised var. Kings Point visually appears to be more standardized 

than Mazique Incised var. Manchac, as well as better made (Appendix B). The C.V.’s for incised 

lines on Kings Point are much higher than Manchac, which is surprising. Based on the variety 

definition, Kings Point is supposed to represent a neater execution of the Manchac design 

element, line-filled triangles. The data certainly does not support this, as the incised lines on 

Kings Point are demonstrably more variable than Manchac; the C.V.’s for spaces between lines 

appear to be similar for both. This data is tenuous, but given the similar C.V.’s for the spaces 
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between lines, which are affected less by tool use, it can be suggested that our variety 

descriptions are splitting a design element that was undifferentiated by potters at Anna.  

 Leau Noire Incised var Leau Noire also suffers from the same problems in terms of 

sample size as does Coleman.  Although the C.V.s for Leau Noire Incised var Leau Noire are 

considerably lower than any of the other sherds, this is due to the low sample size, and does not 

indicate for craft specialization. 

 Anna Incised var Anna and Maddox Engraved var Silver City  are most interesting in this 

section of the study, not only because they’re both very intricately decorated (Appendix B),  but 

also because they are fully represented in the sample, and have produced C.V.’s which are 

indicative of specialization to some degree (Figures 9 and 11). The Anna sherds produced very 

interesting C.V.’s the first time around; for incised lines, the numbers were very high, but for the 

spaces between lines, the numbers were low. Upon visual inspection of the original data, it 

became apparent that case 46 represented an outlier. Going back to the original sherd, I 

discovered that it was wet-paste incised; the others were dry-paste incised. It was visually 

obvious that it did not belong, since the others were dry-paste incised. Even though according to 

southeastern Indian ceramic systematics case 46 belonged in Anna Incised  var. Anna (Brown 

1997b; 21-22, 48), it was removed from the data set, and the numbers were recalculated (Figure 

11). Maddox Engraved var Silver City needed no such realignment of the calculated C.V.’s.  

Both wares have values that fall within the necessary parameters that Costin and Hagstrum 

(1995:632) use to identify Inka wares as highly specialized. They characterize Inka wares as the 

product of attached specialists because of the high level of specialization (around 30 %, similar 

to Anna and Maddox), skill of manufacture, and amount of time and labor it was necessary to 

invest in order to make the Inka pots. Although the skill data was largely inconclusive, the slight 
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tendency for fine-wares to be more skillfully made takes on more significance now given that the 

C.V.’s are low enough to consider specialist manufacture.  

 I suggest, given reassessment of the data, that there were certain types, like Anna Incised 

var Anna and Maddox Engraved var Silver City that were made by part-time specialists for a 

community that supported a ritual economy. This pottery on initial impression appears to be 

highly prestigious, and very skillfully made (Appendix B). It is certain that the elites at Anna 

used serving wares, as seen in the material culture remains from the GCS excavations in 1997. 

Feasting happened at the Anna site, but where did the serving bowls and plates come from?  I 

suggest that serving-wares like Anna and Silver City that are presented publicly during feasting 

are the materialization of Mississippian ideology and cosmological beliefs. For the society at 

large, they are a “socially valued good” necessary for the performance of ritual during feasting 

ceremonies. This means that ceramics are a product used in social transactions and ritual 

performance: the pot communicates through semiotic channels concepts such as ideology, status, 

and desire. At communal ceremonial rituals, negotiating takes place for power and prestige. 

Much in the same way that we are “keeping up with the Jones’”, members of small-scale 

societies dealt with the burgeoning distress of social inequality resulting from increasing 

population and environmental pressures by maintaining or striving for status.  This was achieved 

by gaining “socially valued goods”.  The demand for these goods, as in the past as in the present, 

is what drove the ceramics industry towards increasing production.  I would argue that 

specialized goods production occurs because of equal demand amongst the populace for valued 

goods, not solely because of elite appropriations of producers, elite management of production, 

or population/environmental pressures.  In small-scale societies, this happens without full time 

specialization, but rather with part-time specialists within the community because other resource 
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production needs must be met.  It is conceivable that elites at Anna either commissioned the 

creation of these pieces by potters known to them to be excellent crafts people, or they kept 

people as their retainers who were skilled potters in order to compete with other elites for power, 

but one must not forget the effects of consumer demand, in this case commoners, on production 

and specialization 

 

Summary and Conclusions 

 

Standardization and skill are measured for in a ceramic assemblage that was obtained 

from an erosion related wash out at the Anna Site. In order to assess for these characteristics, 

measurements were taken of incisions, the spaces between them, the thickness of the walls, and 

of features of the firing core. Through these measurements, it was proposed that inferences could 

be made on whether there was craft specialization at the Anna site. It was already known that 

social complexity at the time of Anna’s florescence was increasing, mound centers were being 

built and expanded on, people were more heavily relying on agriculture, and populations were 

increasing; but in the Natchez Bluffs, were craft specialists emerging? Much of the presented 

data does not suggest that craft specialization was present. C.V.’s for coarse and fine-wares were 

uniformly high, data for uniformity of wall thickness weakly suggests that fine-wares were better 

made, and firing core data was inconclusive. The preliminary hypothesis is not supported by the 

data. Given the null hypothesis, I decided that the categories of coarse and fine-wares were not 

appropriate for standardization studies. Consequently, C.V.’s were determined for each type and 

variety. The data from Manchac and Kings Point showed that our variety descriptions might be 

creating divisions that were present in prehistory, which corroborate with assertions made by 
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Longacre et al. about the difficulty in applying standardization studies to prehistory, to where 

emic pottery divisions are unknown. This study should be seen as a preliminary investigation 

into the topic of craft specialization at the Anna site. Although sample sizes were small, the 

initial findings show promise for future analysis. The C.V. data for two special ceramic varieties, 

Anna and Silver City, fall within accepted guidelines for part-time specialist manufacture. This is 

significant because although no production related workshop areas have been discovered in the 

Natchez Bluffs, specialist production can be demonstrated for by studying indirect, mechanical 

attributes of pottery. It is hoped that this study inspires further research into the topic of craft 

specialization at Plaquemine mound centers in the Lower Mississippi Valley.  
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FIGURES 1 - 11 

 

 

Figure 1  -  From Beasley 1998 
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Figure 2 – The Anna Site – From Brown 1998: 659 
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Figure 3 – The Anna Site – From Jennings 1940 
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Figure 4 – The Anna Site – From Beasley 1998
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Figure 5 – Note the similarity in CV’s for both types of wares.  Full-time Inka specialists 

produced wares with less than 30 % CV.  
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Figure 6 

Mazique Incised var Manchac 
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Figure 7 

 

Figure 8

Coleman Incised var Coleman 
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Figure 9 

 

Figure 10

Maddox Engraved var Silver City 
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Figure 11 
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Figure 12 – Drawings of Mound Place Incised – Above is a shell tempered MacMillan variety 

typical of Florida Pensacola cultures.  Below is a grog tempered Unspecified variety. Note 

similarity of design elements.  
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TABLES 1 – 6 

 

 

Table 1, from Rice 1981: 224 
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Coefficients of Variation of Incised Line Width  

 CV W1 CV W2 CV W3 CV W4 CV W5 

Coarse 57.01  63.39  74.79  55.3  61.6 

Fine 70  75.68  64.1  66.39  72.64 

Table 2 – CV’s for each line for both wares are very high.  
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Coefficients of Variation for Space between Incised Lines  

 CV Sp1 CV Sp2 CV Sp3 CV Sp4 CV Sp5 

Coarse 58.03  48.17  42.38  45.3  36.74 

Fine 42.02  58.68  53.37  34.62  43.62 

Table 3 – CV’s for the spaces between each line are high, though some low outliers are present.  
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Average Coefficients of Variation  

 CV of Incised Lines CV of Space Between 

Coarse  62.44  46.12 

Fine  69.76  46.49 

Table 4 – Note the relatively high means for CV.  
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Anna coarse

"3/23" are les than one percent

"10/23" are from one to five percent

"9/23" are five percent above the mean

  

Anna Fine

"4/24" are less than one percent

"13/24" are from one to five percent

"7/24" are five percent about the mean  

Table 5 
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 CV 1 CV 2 CV 3 CV 4 CV 5 

Width of Line 45.9 47.8 53.7 42.5 44.7 
Space Between 
Lines 57.3 51.5 50.2 43.8 40.8 

 Mazique Incised var Manchac   

      

 CV 1 CV 2 CV 3 CV 4 CV 5 

Width of Line 20.14 4.91 25.9 10.5 11.1 
Space Between 
Lines 4.5 21.6 10.9 26  

 Coleman Incised var Coleman   

      

 CV 1 CV 2 CV 3 CV 4 CV 5 

Width of Line 63.3 66.6 50.3 48.8 64.1 
Space Between 
Lines 42.4 44.5 41.3 49.6 40.3 

 
Mazique Incised var Kings 
Point   

      

 CV 1 CV 2 CV 3 CV 4 CV 5 

Width of Line 28.7 34.8 28.1 17.1 9.7 
Space Between 
Lines 21.3 16.4 18.3 11.9  

 
Maddox Engraved var Silver 
City   

      

 CV 1 CV 2 CV 3 CV 4 CV 5 

Width of Lines 60.7 68.9 41.9 71.1 51.7 
Space Between 
Lines 17.1 1.9 6.2 17.2  

 L’Eau Noire var L’Eau Noire   

      

 CV 1 CV 2 CV 3 CV 4 CV 5 

Width of Lines 58.3 70.6 68.6 72.7 64.2 
Space Between 
Lines 21.2 24.1 22.4 30.9 32.8 

 Anna Incised var Anna   

      

 CV 1 CV 2 CV 3 CV 4 CV 5 

Line Width 30.9 29.8 32.4 25.2 38.1 

 Anna var Anna, case  46 removed  

 

Table 6 
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Appendix A 

Descriptions of the Relevant Types and Varieties: 
  

 Pottery from the gully/washout surface recovery at the Anna site will be analyzed using 

the accepted type-variety system and ceramic chronology for the region (as established by Brain 

1989; Brown 1997; Phillips et al. 1951; Phillips 1970).  

 

The relevant types and varieties in the sample are: 

 

Mazique Incised var. Manchac 

 Typically wet paste incisions, executed carelessly, and arranged in rectilinear (parallel 

oblique, or vertical) patterns on the exterior rim/neck area of the vessel.  Ware is tempered with a 

heterogeneous grog/organic grog composite and has a long time span dating to the Gordon, 

Foster, Emerald, and Natchez phases of the Coles Creek and Mississippi periods.  

 

Winterville Incised var. Winterville 

 A curvilinear, wet-paste incised pottery type on a coarse shell-tempered ware, this type 

was defined at the Winterville site (19-L-1).  The narrow incisions typically vary along the upper 

rim or body of the vessel, and typically form concentric circle, scroll, festoons, and guilloche 

motifs. The type is dated to the late Anna and early Foster phases of the Mississippi period.  

 

Coleman Incised var. Coleman 

 The counterpoint to Winterville Incised, Coleman is a grog-tempered curvilinear wet-

paste incised type. Coleman Incised var. Coleman is differentiated from Manchac as a 

curvilinear variant.  Dates to the Gordon, and Anna phases of the Mississippi Period.  

 

Mazique Incised var. Kings Point 

 The finely incised counterpart to Manchac,  it is differentiated by the quality of its 

incisions. Lines are arranged in rectilinear patterns on the exterior rim and body portions of grog-

tempered pottery. Typically dates to near the Balmoral phase of the Mississippi Period.  

 

Anna Incised var. Anna 

 Simple rectilinear and curvilinear design motifs being anywhere from finely incised, 

almost engraved looking, to broad rough lines located on the interior of shallow plates or bowls. 

Incising is done in parallel lines in the shape of whorls, running scrolls or in stepped motifs. 

Paste is composed of heterogeneous grog/organic grog composite without any kind of shell in 

matrix. The type/variety is similar in appearance to Leland Incised var. Bethlehem and dates to 

the Anna phase.  

 

Maddox Engraved var. Silver City 

 Maddox ware is characterized by areas, bands of incising, on the pottery that are filled 

with fine, engraved cross-hatching. The design motifs appear similar to Leland Incised, except 

that bands are filled in with another design element, engraved cross-hatching.  The ware is grog-

tempered with fine shell inclusions.  The variety dates to the Foster and Emerald (~ 1500-1600 

A.D.) phases.  
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L’Eau Noire Incised var. L’Eau Noire 

 Dry-paste incisions indicate for the type, as well as the practice of excisions.  Design 

elements are decidedly complex, such as rectangle-within-rectangle and stepped rectilinear, and 

appear to have been influenced by Caddoan pottery. Elements are generally located along 

exterior rim or the upper body portion of the vessel. Excised areas provide contrast against 

decorative motifs. Ware is tempered with grog and shell and dates to the Anna phase.  
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Appendix B 

Photographs of the Anna-Prospere Study Sample 

 

 

 

 

 

 Pages   Type and Variety  
 

53 - 55   Anna Incised var., Anna 

56 - 57      Coleman Incised var., Coleman 

58 - 59   Leau Noire Incised var., Leau Noire 

60 - 62   Maddox Engraved var., Silver City 

63 - 64   Mazique Incised var., Kings Point 

65 - 70   Mazique Incised var., Manchac 

71   Winterville Incised var., Winterville 
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